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 General text on RD&D and CTCN:

• “The Conference of the Parties requests the CTCN…to elaborate its 

modalities and procedures…including, inter alia, consideration of the 

following roles of the Climate Technology Centre and Network: 

o (d) Facilitating research, development and demonstration of new 

climate-friendly technologies for mitigation and adaptation, which 

are required to meet the key objectives of sustainable development.”

 Specific text on RD&D along the CTCN’s three main service areas:

Manage Requests

• “Support countries in developing draft proposals into fully articulated 

proposals, building on their technology needs assessments (TNAs), 

national adaptation programmes of action (NAPAs), other national 

climate change strategies including research, development and 

demonstration (RD&D) related activities, to enable implementation and 

action…”

Summary of COP Decisions related to RD&D



 Specific text on RD&D along CTCN’s three main service areas (con’t):

Foster Collaboration and Access to Information and Knowledge

• “Catalyse and develop information and knowledge regarding climate 

technologies including: needs for technologies, existing human resources 

development programmes and needs, best practices, RD&D

programmes, analytical tools, training curriculums and academic 

programmes, technology deployment, etc., including online training 

packages”

Strengthen Networks, Partnerships and Capacity Building

• “Catalyse and support forums conducted by the Network to promote 

public–private partnerships and partnerships between relevant 

organizations to advance technology RD&D”

Summary of COP Decisions related to RD&D



 Recent text from Paris Agreement, COP21:

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND TRANSFER 

• “…Decides to strengthen the Technology Mechanism and requests 

the Technology Executive Committee and the Climate Technology 

Centre and Network, in supporting the implementation of the 

Agreement, to undertake further work relating to, inter alia:

(a) Technology research, development and demonstration; 

(b) The development and enhancement of endogenous 

capacities and technologies;”

Summary of COP Decisions related to RD&D



 At AB6, RD&D Task Force formed to study RD&D as it relates to CTCN 

and provide recommendations to the Advisory Board.

 At AB7, the RD&D Task Force reported to the Advisory Board:

• Preliminary assessment of needs conducted based on TNAs/TAPs 

and TA requests submitted thus far but further scoping helpful.

• The CTCN’s network of research institutions is ably ready to be 

engaged in RD&D activities.

• The Task Force is to continue its work to better scope and define the 

CTCN’s services related to RD&D.

• The Task Force will consider implications of the Paris Agreement 

and work collaboratively with the TEC and its RD&D Task Force.

 At AB8, the Task Force will report its findings/recommendations to the 

Advisory Board. 

CTCN Actions on RD&D


